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In the presence of threats to public health, such as outbreaks and rapidly spreading viruses, crews may need to 
abide by a restriction of movement (ROM) requirement. The ROM includes quarantine and isolation time so a crew 
can wait out a contagious period and determine that they do not carry the illness before moving on to deployment.  

MITAGS-MCC has become an expert in ROM events through the COVID-19 pandemic. Our team of maritime and 
hospitality professionals has created a safe, comfortable environment with a strategic plan in place to ensure 
successful ROM quarantine events.

AFFORDABLE ROM PACKAGES AVAILABLE
• Overnight accommodations in our 232 guestroom hotel
• Complimentary Wi-Fi, work desk with ergonomic seating
•  Coffeemaker, Refrigerator, Flat-screen TV with satellite 

programing
• Access to guest laundry 
•  Meals either served in our Chesapeake Dining Room, grab 

and go, or contactless delivery to guestroom
• Meeting space for daily muster/temperature checks
• COVID-19 Testing
• Clean transportation to/from BWI Airport or elsewhere
•  Administrative support for testing, ROM, reservation and  

billing coordination, etc. 
• Physical distance monitoring
• PPE and more

MITAGS-MCC’s centralized location on the East Coast 
is conveniently located near Baltimore/Washington 
International Thurgood Marshall Airport (BWI), Amtrak’s 
Northeast Corridor Rail Stop and Interstate I-95. Our self-
contained, 40-acre campus includes hotel and meal services, 
as well as ample free parking. Hotel and residence areas 
have plenty of space for maintaining physical distancing. 
Also on-site is a physical fitness center, pool and grounds 
available for exercising, contingent upon ROM rules, 
protocols and policies. No need to leave the campus until 
the time of deployment.  

MITAGS-MCC has developed a rigorous Campus-wide 
COVID-19 policy. You can expect secure operations, 
cleanliness and practices that limit the spread of 
Coronavirus. Individuals may also choose to participate  
in some Maritime training at MITAGS during the  
quarantine period.
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